
Year 6 Summer curriculum newsletter 2022

Reading We will be completing our reading comprehension work in the first
half of summer term and then looking to use our skills to develop
our understanding of our class texts post SATs.

Writing We will be writing a ‘Getting trapped’ tale and a Quest story where
we will be focussing on using all our toolkits from the year to
generate atmosphere and mood; suspense and build robust
characterisation. In addition to this we will be writing an explanation
text.

Spelling and
handwriting

We will be revising our spelling patterns from key stage two prior to
our SATs,

Grammar This term we focus on revision; concentrating on areas that we find
tougher in preparation for the end of key stage assessments.

Maths We will be exploring statistics, budgeting, conversions and algebra
to help us with our maths projects which will continue after SATs.

Science In Science we will be completing our unit on evolution and
inheritance and then begin to look at how exercise, medicine and
drugs affect the functions of our cardiovascular system.

PSHE PSHE focuses on health and wellbeing with a breadth of topics from
risk management, sleep and sun safety.

History/
Geography

We will be looking at how we navigate without the aid of ‘SAT NAV’
ensuring we are able to utilise excellent mapping skills in our final
geography unit of work.

Art We will use our work throughout the year to design and develop
props, sets and artwork for our end of year production.

PE This term we will develop our skills in rounders.  We’ll focus on
fielding skills and tactics for game play.  In addition to this we will
look at developing our basketball and netball skills.



Important information and notices

Dear Parents/Carers,

It is now the final term for our year six children before they leave us to take the next
steps of their educational journey. They have worked incredibly hard and are ready  to
approach the end of key stage assessments with confidence.

Here are some important dates for your calendar:

SATS week
wc 9.5.2022

Remember that we are running ‘SATs Breakfast’ from Monday to Thursday that week
and all children can arrive at 8:10am to enjoy a delicious breakfast at school prior to
the assessments that day.

Bikeability
wc 16.5.2022

Please contact me at school if you have any questions and we will send out the
schedule as soon as we have confirmation of the group sizes.

Robinwood
Monday 11th - Wednesday 13th July

Year 6 Production
Friday 22nd July

Leavers Assembly
Thursday 28th July

If you have any questions please feel free to contact us via email at class6@tgps.uk

Thanks

Mr WIlson, Mrs Murphy and Mrs McGee
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